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URBAN 
ORIENTATIONS

URBAN DESIGN PROJECT
apply the orientations and design the local scale

Validation of 
budgets

Validation 
of Urban 
Project
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Project
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Orientations

CONSTRUCTION WORK

CONSTRUCTION WORK
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Studies
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SETTLE AND LEGITIMATE INFORM, ACT, BUILD, TRY, IMPULSE «WITH» PASS ALONG

SPATIAL IMPROVEMENT / H & OTH IMPROVEMENT

Integrate the construction work into the daily 
life of the neighbourhood.

GOAL : integrate the project into 
a bigger ambition, functionalities, 
balance of the bigger scale

GOAL : renew/develop the neighbourhood 
in the most coherant way and according to 
the Human an Other-Than-Human needs

Goal : know, integrate, be part of the local eco-system (legitimity)
Tools : an identified place, participate to the agenda of 
the neighourood

Impulse actions in order to create encounters, offer possibilities for 
people to express themselves, valorise their skills, learn from others.

Temporary occupation in emp-
ty spaces to keep on activating 
the site

Inform

Relevant program (included 
in the design project) and/or 
empowered people take over.

Translate the knowledge 
of the reality into project 
and feed the urban design

Expression of 
needs, skills, reality

«Social used to improve spa-
tial, Spatial used to improve 
social»

Minor adaptation of 
the project



Goal: 
Create a relevant program, that answer the needs of H and OTH and will function in the long term                             

Include the 
drawings into 
the design

Free nature

Build a public facility in a low tech way (no big 
trucks, time, etc)

Include insights in the design project

Opportunity for encounters, events, opening 
the dialogue, gather workers skills. 

Opportunity of expressions of needs and talks about the 
public spaces

Hollendrecht - 
Google 3D

Translate insights into drawings 
- Mas du Taureau / Bricologis

Collaboration with the municipality

Collaboration with Casa Jepie

Following intervention

First intervention

Contribute to valorisation of skills, empowerment

1. Leave the grass to grow.
2. Observe the natural path of pedestrian circulation
3. Symbolize it on site

Build elevated temporary paths 
(open construction site)

Density of nature, res-
pect, education.

Urban Farm - Mas du Taureau / Bricologis - La Bergerie Urbaine

Collaboration with schools, farms.

Following intervention

Along the paths, create a pedagogical 
project:
-> which animals could cross the paths? 
Create ponds along the paths ? insects 
hostel?
Bring sheep to cut the grass in some 
areas?

Relevant program on 
public space to be confir-
med with the design

Challenge: 
How to integrate a relevant Green&Blue Lane?

Team TIME

Edo Bakovic
Mireia Martín
Ieva Mileika
Tamara Yazigi



Goal: 
Encourage individual identity of the buildings

Adapted facade 
on the design 
project 

Included facilities 
for other than 
human on the 
facade design

Use of naural mateirals

Give residents new skills, financial autonomy

Lacaton&Vassal-Bordeaux

Collaboration with Eigen Haard

Collaboration with ROC van Amsterdam

Following intervention: how to improve the interiors

First intervention : How the facades can contribute in creating identity

1.Identify how residents use their apartments and 
what they need to adapt them
2. Propose an adapted facade for the building

1. Talk to residents whether they need interior renovations
2. Guide residents for do-it-yourself (self-renewal) & help them

 

Les Compagnons Batisseurs

Goal: Bring more liveliness to the courtyards

New program on 
ground floors

Collaboration with Eigen Haard

Following intervention: activate ground floors

1. Occupy a free ground floor apartment.
2. Discuss with the residents of the building block on which type 
of function they aim for.
3. Help the new occupant/function to adapt the space.

Make the community/entrepre-
neurs more visible

The new occupant of the space 
needs to work on a sustainable 
interst

Coeur du village-Montreal

Challenge: 
How to bring clarity by working on identity?

Team TIME

Edo Bakovic
Mireia Martín
Ieva Mileika
Tamara Yazigi


